
White and Yellow Tea
 

Best.-Nr. Name Beschreibung Bild Preis

1467 Ming Yue - White
Moonlight

This tea is hand made from 500 years old
tea trees in Xishuangbanna (Yunnan) its a
very rare tea. Only best tea leaves are used
to create this fine tea with longlasting after
taste and mild fruity aroma.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.75 €
500g 71.25 €

1466 Kekecha Interesting tea from Guangdong province
with well made leafs and mild, clear cup.
This tea contains less coffein.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1469 Bai Mu Dan Disk -
premium -

A mild, flowery yet stimulating premium tea,
that is specially fermented and obtained
from the white tea plant. This tea is very
good for sensitive persons. This
compressed teadisc keeps very long time
the scent and aroma of the tea.

39.50 €

1461 Bai Mu Dan: STD.
6901- Fujien

A mild, flowery yet stimulating tea, that is
specially fermented and obtained from the
white tea plant.

100g 8.50 €
250g 20.80 €
500g 40.30 €

1463 Pai Hao Yin Zhen:
'White Silver
Needles', Fujian

Only the unopened buds are picked to make
this tea that has a mild and delicate flavour,
and long-lasting finish. We carry the
genuine, premium quality product that is
considered to be one of the 10 major
Chinese teas.

50g 15.00 €
100g 30.00 €
250g 73.50 €
500g 142.50 €

1465 Tai Mu Lung Zhu
'Dragon Eyes'

A beautiful, hand-made white tea from the
Fujian province, with a delicate, aromatic,
clear cup that has been rolled into small
balls. A culinary and visual treat. It's best to
infuse this tea in a small pot or Chong
(Please pre-heat the vessel) with water
measuring about 80C.  The leaves are left
in the pot or Chong and topped up with hot
water until they have lost all taste.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.70 €
500g 71.20 €

1449 Bei Song Zhen (
White Pine Needles)

Well made tea from Xichungbanna, in very
south of Yunnan province. The cup is
wonderfully clear, green / yellow and fresh
with fine nutty taste and gentle sweet flavor.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1kg 89.00 €

1468 Yu Du Die 'Silvery
Butterfly'

A delicate, fragrantly vibrant and wonderful
cup made from well-made tea leaves is a

50g 9.00 €
100g 18.00 €
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feast for the eyes. Does not turn even a little
bit bitter.
Do not brew with water exceeding 75C.

250g 44.10 €
500g 85.50 €

1470 Fo Yan (Buddha's
Eyes)

A handmade tea fragranced only with
jasmine flowers from Fujian province.
Brews into a delicate, refreshing and
wonderfully fragrant cup.

100g 20.00 €
250g 49.00 €
500g 95.00 €

1kg 178.00 €
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